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In this paper, a basic theorem of complementarity is established for generalized 
variational-like inequality problems introduced by Parida and Sen. Some existence 
results for both generalized variational inequality and complementarity problems 
are established by employing this basic theorem of complementarity. In particular, 
some sets of conditions that are normally satisfied by a nonsolvable generalized 
complementarity problem are investigated. r() 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
NOTATION 
Let R” denote n-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual inner 
product and norm (x, x) = ljx1j2. Let RI denote the nonnegative orthant 
of R”. For K, Bc R”, let int,(B) denote the relative interior of B in K and 
K\B denote the set of points of K which are not in B. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a subset K of R” and a function f from R” into itself, the classical 
variational inequality problem, denoted by VIP(f, K) is to find a vector 
X E K such that 
(X-&f’(X)) 30, VXEK. 
This original problem has been extensively studied in the past years. For 
example, see Eaves [2], Hartman and Stempacchia [4], More [9], and 
Pang [lo]. Recently Parida and Sen [12] introduced the following 
generalized variational-like inequality problem for point-to-set mapping. 
Let K and C be subsets of R” and R”, respectively. Given two maps 
0: K x C + R” and r: K x K + R”, and a point-to-set mapping F: K + C, 
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the generalized variational-like inequality problem, denoted by GVIP 
(F, 8, z, K, C) is to find X E K, ~7 EF(Z) such that 
wx, 3, ~(4 4 > 3 0, VXEK. 
We use GVIP(F, 8, K, C) to denote a special problem of the type GVIP 
(F, 8, z, K, C) where Z(X, y) =x - y. If we further assume that 0(x, y) = y 
and C=R”, then GVIP(F, 8, K, C) reduces to GVIP(F, K) which was 
introduced by Fang and Peterson [3]. 
Let f be a mapping of R” into itself. The classical complementarity 
problem, denoted by CP(f), is to find a vector x E R” such that 
x 3 0, .f(x) > 09 (x, f(x) > = 0. 
The nonlinear CP was first studied by Cottle [l]. In [12], Parida and Sen 
also introduced the following generalized complementarity problem. Given 
K a closed convex cone of R”, C a closed convex subset of R”, 8 : K --) R” 
single-valued function, F: K -+ C a point-to-set mapping, the generalized 
complementarity problem, related to GVIP(F, 0, K, C) and denoted by 
GCP(F, 8, K, C) is to find a vector x E K and a vector y E F(x) such that 
e(x, Y) E K*, (0(x, Y), X) =o, 
where K* = {y E R”: ( y, x) 2 0, Vx E K} is the polar cone of K. When 
0(x, y) = y and C = R”, GCP(F, 8, K, C) reduces to GCP(F, K) which was 
introduced by Saigal [15]. 
An important result in nonlinear complementarity problems is the 
following basic theorem of complementarity first established by Eaves [2]: 
THEOREM (Eaves [2, Theorem 31). Let D(t) = {xc R”, : (x, d) 6 t} for 
each tER+, where d is a positive vector and let f be a continuous function 
from R” into itself. Then there is a closed connected subset S of R” such that 
(i) for each x E S, there is a t E R + such that x is a stationary point 
of the pair (.L Wt)), 
(ii) for each t E R,, there is a stationary point XE S of the pair 
(.L D(t)). 
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. 
Eave’s theorem was extended by Kojima [6, Theorem 2.11 where he 
considered D to be a continuous and isotone point-to-set mapping such 
that D(t) c K is compact and convex Vt E R + , D(0) = { 0}, and U {D(t) : 
t E R + } is closed. The version for generalized complementarity problems 
was given by Saigal [ 15, Theorem 4.11. 
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In this paper, we aim to establish a basic theorem of complementarity for 
GVIP(F, 8, r, K, C). This main result is given in Section 2. Our work in 
this section is closely related to the work of Kojima [6]. In Section 3, we 
employ the main result to establish some existence results for the 
generalized complementarity problem. Finally, in Section 4 we investigate 
some sets of conditions that will normally be satisfied by a nonsolvable 
GCP(F, K). 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
A subset K of R” is contractible if it can be continuosly deformed into a 
point within the set itself. That is, K is contractible if there exists a 
continuous mapping g : K x [0, 1 ] -+ K such that g is the identity mapping 
on Kx { 1 } and g is a constant mapping on Kx (0). Let K and C be 
subsets of R” and R”, respectively. Let F be a point-to-set mapping from 
K into C. The mapping F is said to be upper continuous at x E X if and only 
if a sequence {x,,} converging to x, and a sequence { y,} with y, E F(x,) 
converging to y, imply y E F(x). F is said to be uniformly compact near x 
if there exists a neighborhood V of x such that F( I’) = U, t y F(U) is bounded. 
If F is both upper continuous and uniformly compact on K, then F(B) is 
compact for any compact subset B of K [16, Lemma 2.61. In order to 
obtain our main result, we need the following lemma which is a slightly 
different version of a theorem of Mas-Cole11 [7, Theorem 31. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B c R” be compact and convex. For t 2 0, let F: B x 
[0, t] + B be upper continuous and uniformly compact such that F(x, t) is 
bounded and contractible for each (x, t). Then there is a connected set 
Tc B x [0, t] which intersects both B x (0) and B x {t} such that x E F(x, t), 
V(x, t) E T. 
Proof: This follows from [S, Theorem 2.2; 7, Theorem 31. 1 
A point-to-set mapping D: R + + R” is said to be isotone if D(r) c D(s) 
whenever r <s. We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM 2.2 (The Basic Theorem of Complementarity). Let K and C 
be closed and convex subsets of R” and R”, respectively. Let F: K -+ C be an 
upper continuous point-to-set mapping such that F(x) is contractible and 
unt~ormly compact near x for all x E K. Let D: R, + R” be a continuous 
and isotone point-to-set mapping such that D(t) c K is nonempty bounded 
and convex VtER,, D(O)=(O), and U (D(t): tER+} is closed. Let 
6’: K x C -+ R” and z : K x K -+ R” be continuous. Suppose that 
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(i) (e(x,y),r(x,x))SO,V(x,y)EKxC, 
(ii) for each fixed (x, y, t)~KxcxR+, the set 
Wx, Y, t)= (u~D(t): <e(x, Y), $u, xl> =mins.,,,,(W, Y), r(s, xl>> 
is contractible. 
Then there is a closed connected set S in K such that 
(iii) each x E S solves GVIP(F, 8, r, D(t), C) for some t E R +, 
(iv) for each teR+, there is an x E S which solves GVIP(F, 0, 
5, D(t!, C). 
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. 
Proof: For each t E R,, let S(t)= (x~D(t): x solves GVIP(F, 8, 
r, D(t), Cl}. By Cl% Corollary 3.1.41, S(t) # a, Vt E R +. Let 
X= lJIs R + S(t). Then X is closed. To see this, let (x,} be a convergent 
sequence in X with limit x. Then there exist t, Z 0 such that x, E S(t,), Vn. 
This implies that x,EIJ,~~+ S(t), Vn. Since UreR+ S(t) is closed, 
XEU~,~+ S(t). So xED(t) for some t>O. Let i=inf{tER+: xED(t)). 
Then since D is continuous, x E D(i). Also if {t,} has a limit point r such 
that r < i, then the continuity of D will force x E D(r) which contradicts the 
choice of t. Let u, = min(t,,, i), Vn. Then {u,} converges to t: Since {x,} 
converges to x, the set A = (xn} u ( } x is compact. Therefore F(A) is also 
compact. Since x, solves GVIP(F, 8, z, D(t,), C), there is a y, E F(x,) such 
that 
<ml, YA r(u, KJ> 20, vu E D( t,,). 
Then since F(A) is compact, {y,} has a converging subsequence {yn,) 
such that y,, + y E F(A). Because F is upper continuous, we have y E F(x). 
NOW for each z E D(i), from the continuity of D, there is a sequence {z,} 
converging to z such that Z,E D(u,)c D(t,). By considering the 
subsequence {zn,} corresponding to {x,,}, we have 
(whi, Y,,), Qz,~, x,,)> > 0, 
Since 8, r are continuous, we have as n’ + 00 
vn’. 
(K& Y), $z, x) > 3 0. 
Hence (0(x, y), r(z, x)) 2 0, Vz E D(i). Since x E D(Q and y E F(x), we 
conclude that x E S(i) c X. Therefore U rcR+ S(t) is closed. Let S be the 
connected component of U ,E R+ S(t) containing the origin. Since 
U , E R + S(t) is closed, S is also closed. If x E S, then x E U ,E *+ S(t). Thus 
x E S(t) for some t E R +. Hence (iii) is satisfied. 
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To prove (iv), let f E R , be given Since D(r) is compact, so is F(D( t)). 
Let H(t) be the convex hull of F(D(t)). It is easy to see that I7 is upper 
continuous on Kx Cx R,. Now define 
by 
G: D(t) x H(t) x [0, t] -+ D(t) x H(t) 
G(x, Y, f) = (fl(.u, Y, t), F(x)). 
Then G is uper continuous. Also since Z7(x, J, k) and F(x) are compact 
and contractible, G(x, y, k) is compact and contractible for each (5, y, k). 
By Lemma 2.1, there is a connected set Tc D(t) x H(t) x [0, t] such that 
Tn D(t) x H(t) x {O} # ET, TnD(t) x H(t) x (t} #la, 
and 
lx, Y) E G(x, Y, k), v(x, Y, k) E T. 
Let g be the projection mapping from D(t) x H(t) x [0, t] onto D(r) and 
E= g(T). Since g is continuous and T is connected, E is also connected. 
Note that (x, y)~ G(x, y, k) if and only if (x, y) solves GVIP(F, 0, r, 
D(k), C). Therefore E c U, t R+ S(t). Since Tn D(t) x H(t) x {0} # @ and 
T n D(t) x H(t) x { t } # 0, 0 E E and there is an x E En S(t). By the detini- 
tion of S, E c S. Thus x E S solves GVIP(F, 19, r, D(t), C). Hence (iv) is 
also satisfied. 
By the same argument as that in [6, Theorem 2.11, it can be shown that 
there is a minimal connected closed set SE K satisfying (iii) and (iv). 1 
Remarks. (i) The convexity assumption in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 
is not essential. As remarked by Mas-Cole11 [7], it can be replaced by 
contractible absolute neighborhood retract. 
(ii) The uniform compactness of the point-to-set mapping Fis essential 
in Theorem 2.2 as the following example illustrates. Let K= [0, co) and 
C = R. Let 0(x, y) = y, z(x, y) = x - y, and F be defined by 
if x>O 
if x = 0. 
Finally, let D(t) = [0, t] for t E R + . Then all the conditions of Theorem 2.2 
except that F is uniformly compact are satisfied. But it can be seen that 
GVIP(F, 0, D(t), C) has no solution for all t > 0. 
The following theorem is immediate. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K and C be nonempty closed and convex subsets of R” 
and R”, respectively. Let F: K -+ C be an upper continuous point-to-set 
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mapping such that F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all 
x E K. Let D: R + --) R” be a continuous and isotone point-to-set mapping 
such that D(t) c K is nonempty, bounded, convex Vt E R +, D(0) = {0}, and 
U {D(t): teR+) is closed. Let t? : K x C + R” be continuous. Then there is 
a closed connected set S in K such that 
(i) each xeS solves GVIP(F, 0, D(t), C) for some tER+, 
(ii) for each t E R +, there is an x E S which solves GVIP(F, 0, D(t), C). 
Furthermore, S can be chosen so that it is maximal or minimal. 
Let K be a convex set in R” and f: K + [ - co, + co] be a convex function. 
A vector x* is said to be a subgradient (see, e.g., Rockafeller [ 141) of f at 
a point x if 
f(Z)bf(X)+<x*,z-x), VZEK. 
The set of all subgradients of f at x is called the subdzfferential of f at x 
and is denoted by af(x). When f(x) = 6(x1 K), that is, f is the indicator 
function of K, then x* E 86(x 1 K) if and only if x E K and (x*, z - x) 6 0 for 
all z E K. Thus 136(x 1 K) is the normal cone to K at x (empty if x $ K). 
Remark. Suppose that K is a closed convex cone. Let D(t) = {x E K: 
[lxll < t 1 for t E R + Then D(t) is compact and convex for all t E R +. By 
Theorem 2.3, there is a closed connected subset S in K such that 
SnS(t)#fa, VtER,, where S(t) is the nonempty solution set for GVIP 
(F, 8, D(t), C). Thus for each t, there exist x, E K and y, E F(x,) such that 
(Qx,, Yt),X-xr)B@ Vx, D(t). 
Equivalently, for each t, x, solves the following ordinary convex program: 
minimize ( f?(xf, y,), x) + 6(x) K) subject to llxll’ < t*. 
By the generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions (see, e.g., Rockafeller [ 14, 
Theorems 28.2, 28.31) there exist 1,>0, X~E %(x,1 K), such that 
ullX,I12-t2)=0> 
qx,, y,) + 2&x, + xy = 0. 
If At = 0 for some t, then since XT E &5(x, IK), 
<@,, Y,LX-x,)20, VXEK. 
For each x E K, since K is a convex cone, x + x, E K. So we have 
<mu Y,), x> 20, VXEK. 
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Hence 0(x,, y,) E K*. Also since (0(.x,, J,), x,) = ( -.Y:, x,) = 0, .Y, solves 
GCP(F, B, K, C). Therefore, if GVIP(F, 8, D(t), C) has a solution which 
is an interior point of D(t) for some positive t, then GCP(F, 8, K, C) has 
a solution. This observation justifies the title of this paper. 
We note that Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 extend [2, Theorem 3; 6, Theorem 
2.1; 15, Theorem 4.11. 
Following Kojima’s definition [6], any set S in Theorems 2.2 or 2.3 will 
be called a Browder set of tuples (F, 0, 5, K, C, D) or (F, 0, K, C, D), 
respectively. 
3. APPLICATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS TO THE GCP 
In this section, we shall apply the basic theorems of complementarity 
established in Section 2 to generalized complementarity problems. The first 
result is that if some Browder set is bounded, then GVIP has a solution. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf U (D(t): t E R, } = K, then any bounded Browder 
set for (F, 8, z, K, C, D) and (F, 8, K, C, D) contains a solution for 
GVIP(F, 8, z, K, C) and GVIP(F, 8, K, C), respectively. 
Proqf: Let S be a bounded Browder set for (F, 0, z, K, C, D). Let {t,) 
be a nonnegative and increasing sequence such that t, --t cc as n --+ cc. 
Since Sn D(t) # @, Vt 3 0, there exists a sequence {x,~} c S such that x,, 
solves GVIP(F, 8, z, D(t,), C), Vn. Now since S is closed and bounded, it 
is compact. So {x, 1 has a subsequence {x,,,} such that x,,, -+ X E S. Also for 
each n’, there exists y,, E F(x,,,) such that 
(w,., Y,,), u - +I 2 0, Vu E D(t,,,). 
Since F(x) is bounded, F(x) is compact for all x E K. Let A = {x,~,} u {X ). 
Then A is compact and thus F(A) is compact. Therefore there exists a 
subsequence {y,,,} of {y,,} such that Y,~,, -+ j as n” + co. Then since F is 
upper continuous, j E F(X). Now for each x E K, since D(t) is monotone in 
6 D(tn-) = D(t,, + , ,,,I, and so there exists a positive integer m such that 
x E D( t,,.), Vn > m. Then 
(eb,.,, y,- ), x - x,,, > b 0, Vnam. 
Let n” go to co. We have (0(x, y), x--U) z 0. Therefore we conclude that 
(e(x, jq, x-~~) 30, VXEK. 
Hence XE S solves GVIP(F, 8, z, K, C). The second assertion follows 
directly by noting that GVIP(F, 8, K, C) is a special problem of GVIP 
(6 0, 7, K, C). I 
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The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let K be a closed convex cone and u {D(t) : 
t E R + } = K. Zf there exists a bounded Browder set for (F, 8, K, C, D), then 
GCP(F, 8, K, C) has a solution. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 3.1 and [16, Corollary 4.21. 1 
Let K be a closed convex cone in R”. We say that a subset U c K\D 
separates D from co, if each unbounded connected subset of K which 
intersects D also intersects Ii. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let D be a continuous and isotone point-to-set mapping 
from R, into the class of nonempty bounded and convex subsets of a closed 
convex cone K such that U {D(t): t E R, } = K and D(0) = (0). Let U be a 
bounded subset of K which separates D(r) from 00 for some r E R, and 
suppose that for each x E U, there is a w E n (intK(D( t)): x E D(t)} such that 
(e(x, Y), w-x> 60, Vy E F(x). 
Then GCP(F, 8, K, C) has a solution in each Browder set of (F, 8, K, C, D). 
Proof: Let S be any Browder set of (F, 8, K, C, D). If S is bounded, 
then the result follows from Theorem 3.1. Suppose that S is unbounded. In 
this case there exists X E S n U. So there exist iE R + and j E F(X) such that 
X E D(i) and 
(e(x, j), X-X) 20, Vx E D(i). 
By hypothesis, there exists a w E intK(D(t)) such that 
(e(x, j), W-X) GO, vy E F(2). 
In particular (0(x, j), w - X) < 0. Also since w E D(t), (0(X, j), w - X) >/ 0. 
Thus (0(X, j), w -2) = 0. Now choose 1 >O sufficiently small such that 
w + A.2 E D(i). Then we have 
Thus (6(X, j), X) >, 0. On the other hand, since 0 E D(t), (0(X, j), X) < 0. 
Hence (0(X, j), X) = 0. It remains to show that 8(X, j) E K*. To this end, 
for each x E K, let 1, > 0 be such that w + 2,~ E D(i). Then 
So (0(X, j), x) >, 0. Thus 0(X, j) E K*. Therefore X solves GCP(F, 0, K, C). 
I 
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The next corollary follows from Theorem 3.3 directly by letting 
0(x, 4’) = y. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let D be (I continuous und isotone point-to-set mapping 
from R, into the class qf’nonempty bounded and convex subsets qf‘a closed 
convexconeKsuchthatU(D(t):t~R+}=KandD(O)={O}. Let Uhea 
bounded subset of K which separates D(r) from CC for some r E R, and 
suppose thatfor each .YE U, there is a U’E n {int,(D(t)): XE D(t)} such that 
(y, w-x) 60, Vy E F(x). 
Then GCP(F, K) has a solution in each Browder set of (F, K, D). 
We note that Corollary 3.4 extends [6, Theorem 5.11. 
A point-to-set mapping F defined on a set K is said to be /I-copositive on 
K if there existsand increasing function p: [0, co) + [0, co) with p(O) = 0 
and /3(r) + cc as r + co, and there exists a y0 E F(0) such that all x E K, we 
have 
(Y-Y,, x> 2 IIXII B(llxll), Vy E F(x). 
Let K and C be subsets of R” and R”, respectively. Given a point-to-set 
mapping F from K into C and a continuous mapping 8 from K x C into R”, 
let F, be the point-to-set mapping defined by F,(x) = {0(.x, y): y E F(x)) 
on K. We have 
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a nonempty closed convex cone in R”. Let 
F:K-+R” be a contractible-valued point-to-set mapping which is upper 
continuous and uniformly compact. If F0 is P-copositive, then GVIP(F, 0, K, C) 
and hence GCP(F, 8, K, C) has a solution. 
Proof: Let D(t) = ( XEK: (lx/I ,<t}, VtER,. Let S be any Browder set 
of (F, 8, K, D). Suppose S is unbounded. Then there exists x, E S, Vn such 
that (jx,(I + co, as n--f co. Thus for each n, there exist t, 2 0, x, gD(t,), 
and y, E F(x,) such that 
(mm Y,), u-x,> 30, VluE D(t,). 
Since Fe is &copositive on K, there exists an increasing function 
f;,‘,“;;,’ + [O, co) with p(O)=0 and j?(r) -+ co as r -+ GO and a ZE F(0) 
(et4 Y) - WA z), x> 2 II-4 P(ll-4 1, VXEK, y~F(x). 
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In particular we have (8(x,, y,) - 0(0, z), x,) > IlxJ /3( llxnll ), V’n. Since 
((x,II -‘co, as ~-GO, there is an m such that x,#O and p(llx,ll)- 
IIW, z)ll > 0. so 
(~(%x, YEA *ml> 2 (WA z), x,> + lbmll 8W,ll) 
2 II&II uMx,II I- IIW, z)llI 
> 0. 
On the other hand since x, solves GVIP(F, 8, D(t,), C) and 0 E D(t,), we 
have (0(x,, y,), x,) < 0. This is a contradiction. Hence S is bounded. 
Therefore by Theorem 3.1, GVIP(F, 8, K, C) has a solution. The second 
assertion follows from [16, Corollary 4.21. 1 
We note that Theorem 3.5 extends [15, Theorem 3.1; 5, Theorem 4.31. 
4. THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR NONSOLVABLE GCP 
In this section, we aim to investigate some sets of conditions that are 
normally satisfied by a nonsolvable generalized complementarity problem 
GCP(F, K) via the basic theorem of complementarity. The impetus behind 
this investigation is that the existence results for generalized complementarity 
problems are normally established by considering some special mappings, 
e.g., strongly copositive point-to-set mappings (see, e.g., [ 15, Theorem 3.11). 
In general, the mappings under consideration do not possess this nice 
property. These new conditions will be helpful in analyzing the existence of 
solutions to generalized complementarity problems. 
Let K be a convex subset in R” and F: K + R” a point-to-set mapping. 
We say that F is c~nuex on K if the set G(F) n (Kx R”) is convex, or 
equivalently, for all x, y E K and 0 < i d 1, 
AF(x)+(l-A)F(y)cF(J.x+(l-i)y), 
where G(F) = {(x, y) E K x R”: x E K, y E F(x)} is the graph of F. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let KC R” be a closed convex cone and F: K + R” an 
upper continuous point-to-set mapping such that F(x) is contractible and 
uniformly compact near x for all x E K. Let z* E F(0) and suppose F is 
c0nve.x. If GCP(F, K) has no solution, then there exist x* E K, y* E F(x*), 
x0 E &3(x* I K), such that 
xo= -(y*-z*- <x*, y* -z*)x*), (x*,x”)=o,x*#o. 
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Proqf: Let D:R++Kbedefinedas D(t)= (xEK: i~xlldr~.ThenD(t) 
is compact and convex for all t E R, . By Theorem 2.3. there is a closed 
connected subset S in K such that S n S(t) # @, Vr E R +, where S(t) is the 
nonempty solution set for GVIP(t;, D(t)). Thus for each t, there exist x, E K 
and J’, E F(x,) such that 
(Y,, x-.x,) 30, Vx E D(t), 
Equivalently, for each t, x, solves the following ordinary convex program: 
minimize (y,, x) + 6(x ( K) subject to lix112 6 t2. 
By the generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions, there exist i, 30, xy E 
8(x,1 K), such that 
J”,( /lx, II * - t2) = 0, (1) 
L’[ +2&x, + xy = 0. (2) 
Since GCP(F, K) has no solution, we have A, > 0, Vt E R +. Consequently 
by (l), llx,ll = t, VtER+. Let x’=x,/t, y’=y,/t, Vt, and C= {x: (lxJ( = I}. 
Then x’ E C, Vt. Since C is compact, {x’} has a convergent subsequence 
{x’“} with limit x *. Clearly x* #O. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that t, 3 1, Vn. Then since F is convex, we have 
y’” + (1 - l/t,)z* E l/t,F(xJ + (1 - l/t,) F(0) 
c F( xln). 
Therefore since F is upper continuous and uniformly compact, { y’“} has a 
convergent subsequence {y”“> with limit y” such that y* = y” + z* E F(x*). 
From (2), we have 
(Y& + 24ex”n, X,-n > = 0, vn. 
Thus 1,” + - (x*, y* - z*)/2 3 0 and again by (2) 
xpl,+x”= -(y*-z*- (x*, y*-z*)x*). 
For any x E K, since tx E K, Vt > 0, and xy E 86(x,) K), we have 
<Xf,,? v,x - XOR) d 0, viz. 
By dividing both sides of the above inequality by v, and passing to a limit, 
we have 
(x0, x-x*) GO, V-x E K. 
Thus x0 E 86(x* I K) and (x0, x* > = 0. Hence the result follows. 1 
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We note that the z* in Theorem 4.1 is arbitrarily chosen. 
In the case that K = R”, , the conclusion in Theorem 4.1 can be relined 
as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F: R: -+ R” an upper continuous point-to-set mapping 
such that F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all x E R”, . 
Let z* E F(0) and suppose F is convex. If GCP(F, R”,) has no solution, then 
there exist x*, X > 0, y* E F(x*), j E F(Z), scalars x > 0, A* > 0, such that 
v=y*- z*+a,*x*>o 3 (x*,v)=o,x*#o, (3) 
u=y+xx>o, (2, u) =o, xzo, (4) 
(x*,u)=(x,v)=o. (5) 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, for each t E R + there exist 
x, 3 0, y, E F(x,), and J., B 0 such that 
~,(llx,112-f2)=0, (6) 
y, + 2&x, > 0, (7) 
<Y, + 24% x, > = 0. (8) 
Since GCP(F, R”, ) has no solution, we conclude that A, > 0, Vt E R +. Let 
X’ = x,/t, y’= y,/t, Vt. Then {x’} has a convergent subsequence {x”} with 
limit x*. Clearly x* # 0. Without loss of generality, we assume t, > 1, Vn. 
Since F is convex, we have yin + (1 - l/tn)z* E F(xfn). The sequence { y’“} 
has a convergent subsequence {y”“} with limit y” such that 
y* = y” + z* E F(x*). From (8), we have 
(Y”“++kp,“, x”n)=o, Vn. 
Thus A,, + I.* = -(x*, y*-z*)/220 and thus by (7), 
( yu, + 26”~X”J/V, --f v = (y* -z* + 2*x*) 3 0. 
It is clear from (8) that (v, x*) = 0. Therefore (3) holds. Finally to show 
(4) and (5) let 
Z,={i:x*>O}, Z2 = {i: XT = 0 and xy > 0 for all sufficiently large vn}, 
and 
Z=Z,uI,. 
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Choose c! such that for all r,, > oi, Y >O for igland stfl=O for i$C. Let _ :’ 
X=X,/I, 3: = 2Q, j = J’~;, and u = .? + El.?. Then clearly (4) holds. If ,Y,* > 0, 
then -Yi > 0. So U, = 0. Thus (.u*, U> = 0. Finally, if S, > 0, then .Y ,.,, > 0, 
VU,, 3 v,“. Then (J(.,, + 21,.rt.~,.,,), = 0 VL~,, > VII. By passing to a limit, we have 
v, = 0. Consequently, (.V, 11) = 0 and (5) holds. 1 
We note that when F is an affine mapping, that is, F(x) = Mx + q, where 
M is a n x n matrix and q is a vector in R”, a similar result has been 
obtained by Parida and Roy [ll, Theorem 21. 
Let K be a closed convex cone in R” and F: K -+ R” a point-to-set 
mapping. We say that F is positively homogeneous on K, if G(F) n (K x R”) 
is a cone, or equivalently 
F(k) = l+F(x), VI. > 0. 
See Rockafellar [ 133 for more details on convex or positively homogeneous 
point-to-set mappings. We note that the convexity on Theorem 4.2 is used 
to ensure the existence of the limit y* only. It is easy to see that the 
positive homogeneity of F is also sufficient for the existence of y*. With this 
observation, the next theorem follows by essentially the same argument as 
in Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F: R; -+ R” be an upper continuous point-to-set 
mapping such that F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all 
x E R”, . Suppose F is positively homogeneous. If GCP( F, R: ) has no solution, 
then there exist vectors x*, 220, y*~F(x*), j~F(2) and scalars li>O, 
A* > 0, such that 
v = y* + A*x* 2 0, (x*, v) = 0, x* # 0, (9) 
u=y+A-rx>o, (2, u) =o, xzo, (10) 
(x*, u) = (2, v) =o. (11) 
Let K be a convex cone in R”. A point-to-set mapping F: K+ R” is said 
to be homogeneous convex on K if it is both convex and positively 
homogeneous on K, or equivalently if G(F) n (K x R”) is a convex cone. 
We have the following existence result for homogeneous convex mappings. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let F: R”+ --f R” an upper continuous point-to-set mapping 
such that F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all x E R”, 
Suppose F is homogeneous convex on R”, . If (x, y > is bounded below for all 
x E R”, and all y E F(x), then GCP(F, R”, ) has a solution. 
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ProoJ Suppose GCP(F, R:) has no solution. Then by Theorem 4.3, 
there exist x*, X 3 0, y* E F(x*), j E F(Z), scalars X > 0, A* > 0, such that 
v=y*+A*x*>o, (x*, 0) =o, x* #O, (12) 
u=y+~x>,o, (X,u)=O,X#O, (13) 
(x*,u)=(x,u)=o. (14) 
So we have 
(x*+LT,v+Au)=o, VA>O. 
Thus for all E,>O, 
<x* + AX, y* + ij))/4 + (x* + AX, 2*x* + llXX)/4 = 0. 
Since y* EF(x*), y~F(x), and F is homogeneous convex, 
(15) 
(y* + %j)/2 E F(x*)/2 + F(E)/2 c F((x* + kq/2), VA > 0. 
Note that 2 > 0 and (x, y ) is bounded below for all x 3 0, y E F(x). Hence 
(15) is impossible to hold for all i > 0. Therefore the result follows. 1 
Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 4.4 still holds if R: is replaced by 
any other orthant of R”. 
We call F: K -+ R” an affine point-to-set mapping on a convex set Kc R” 
if F is both convex and concave on K, i.e., if, for all x, y E K and 0 6 A d 1, 
F is said to be homogeneous affine on a convex cone K if it is both afftne 
and positively homogeneous on K. The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let F: R; --f R” an upper continuous point-to-set 
mapping such hat F(x) is contractible and uniformly compact near x for all 
XER’;. Suppose F is homogeneous affine on R: . If (x, y ) is bounded for 
all x E R’l, y E F(x), then GCP(F, R”,) is solvable. 1 
We note that the above results may be obtained for more general 
complementarity problems, say, e.g., GCP(F, 8, K, C). 
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